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Foreword

M

yanmar is at a historic milestone in its transition into a market economy and democracy. After
decades of isolation and stagnation, the country has, since 2011, been undergoing a fundamental
political, economic, and social transformation at unprecedented speed and scope. Achieving the
country’s high growth potential will require continued reforms and structural transformation, especially in
advancing major investments in infrastructure, developing relevant capacities and skills, and enhancing the
business environment. This will enable Myanmar to reach the ranks of upper middle income economies
by 2030.
Due to massive underinvestment and neglect in recent history, Myanmar’s infrastructure lags behind its
Association of Southeast Asian Nations neighbors, and hinders access to markets and social services.
High transport costs and associated limited access to markets and services are among the main causes of
poverty and regional inequality. Twenty million people still live in villages without access to all-season roads.
The questions then are: how can basic transport services be provided to all? What does it take to improve
the quality of the transport infrastructure and services for the private sector? How can Myanmar reduce the
economic and social costs of transport?
The Government of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar is committed to addressing these questions, and
the underlying issues. Toward this end, the Government has commissioned from the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) the preparation of a Transport Sector Policy Note. The Transport Sector Policy Note takes stock
of the transport sector challenges, provides a strategic framework for reforms that could assist Myanmar’s
policymaking, and identiﬁes the areas where international ﬁnancial and technical assistance could make the
highest contribution to the development of Myanmar’s transport sector.

The Transport Sector Policy Note is composed of nine reports, including this one, and a summary for decisionmakers. The ﬁrst two—How to Reform Transport Institutions, and How to Reduce Transport Costs—provide an
overview and framework for policy reform, institutional restructuring, and investments. These are accompanied
by separate reviews of key subsectors of transport: Railways, River Transport, Rural Roads and Access, Trunk
Roads, and Urban Transport. These reports summarize and interpret trends on each transport sector to propose
new initiatives to develop them. The thematic report Road Safety builds a ﬁrst assessment of road safety in
Myanmar. The thematic report How to Improve Road User Charges is a stand-alone study of cost-recovery in
the road sector.
The research was organized by ADB and the then Ministry of Transport, with the active participation of the
Ministry of Construction and the then Ministry of Railway Transportation. A working group comprising senior
staff from these government ministries guided preparation. The work stretched over the period of 24 months,
and was timed such that the ﬁnal results could be presented to the new government that assumed office in
April 2016, as a contribution to its policy making in the transport sector.
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As the Transport Sector Policy Note demonstrates, Myanmar can, and should, develop a modern transport
system that provides low-cost and safe services, is accessible to all including in rural areas and lagging regions,
and connects Myanmar with its neighbors by 2030. The Government has the determination to doing so,
and can tap the support from development partners, the private sector and other stakeholders. It can take
inspiration from good practices in the region and globally.
The Transport Sector Policy Note provides a rich set of sector data, is meant to be thought-provoking, presents
strategic directions, and makes concrete reform recommendations. It stresses the need to strengthen the role
of planning and policy-making to make the best use of scarce resources in the transport sector. It highlights
the need to reexamine the roles of the state—and particularly state enterprises—and the private sector in
terms of regulation, management, and delivery of services in the sector. It identiﬁes private sector investment,
based on principles of cost-recovery and competitive bidding, as a driver for accelerated change. Finally, it
aims at a safe, accessible, and environmentally friendly transport system, in which all modes of transport play
the role for which they are the most suited.
We are conﬁdent that the Transport Sector Policy Note will provide value and a meaningful contribution to
Myanmar’s policymakers and other key stakeholders in the transport sector.

James Nugent
Director General
Southeast Asia Department
Asian Development Bank

H.E.
H.E. Thant Sin Maung
M
Union Minister
Ministry of Transport
and Communications
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Executive Summary

This note analyzes the current and future performance and competitiveness of Myanma Railways (MR),
examines options for its modernization and improvement, and recommends strategic directions for the
modernization and reform of MR in the medium term.

Myanma Railways Is at a Crossroads
The Myanmar transport services market is expanding rapidly, but MR—the sole railway service provider—is
not in good shape to meet the demands. Twenty years ago, MR commanded a 44% share of the passenger
market and 14% share of the freight market. As of 2015, its market share is only 10% for passengers and 1.5%
for commercial freight. MR could disappear by 2025, hence critical decisions on MR’s future should be made.
The MR market situation has suddenly deteriorated. In 2015, MR is operating in a very different market
environment to that of 2005 or even 2010. Liberalization of vehicle imports is rapidly changing the transport
market and these trends are likely to continue. Between 2009 and 2014, MR lost one-third of both its passenger
and freight customers.
MR’s revenues cover only about half its operational costs, which threatens even its medium-term sustainability.
The market pricing of fuel has been a major shock to MR ﬁnances with many services now failing to cover
even fuel costs, and annual operating subsidies are required. MR’s shortage of funds will inevitably worsen the
existing deferred maintenance backlog, with knock-off effects on train performance.
Although plans are proceeding to upgrade the Mandalay-Yangon corridor, implementation will take several
years, possibly a decade. This corridor is just one of many corridors that need improvement for the railways to
compete with other transport modes. In the interim, MR is at risk of losing a large part of its existing market as
service levels continue to stagnate or decline and from which it will be extremely difficult to recover.
The immediate priority must be to implement policies that will enable MR to retain as much of its current
market as is economically justiﬁed over the next 5–10 years, while ensuring its ﬁnances are robust enough to
allow infrastructure maintenance, in particular, to be vigorously undertaken to permit a steady improvement in
service levels and operating efficiency.
The continuation of the current institutional and operational structures will not achieve this, nor will a policy
exclusively centered on investing in new civil works.

x
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How to Revive the Railways in Myanmar?
An important ﬁrst step is to provide MR management with more freedom and allow them to deploy operating
resources to services (such as mainline freight) which are proﬁtable. In addition, most lines and services other
than the Yangon–Mandalay–Myitkina corridor are uneconomic as of 2015, and need explicit ﬁnancial support.
This should be allied with a reorienting of the investment budget to overcome the maintenance backlog and
allow MR to operate services efficiently and reliably.
Restructuring of MR is a medium-term necessity. Any revival strategy will likely involve the following:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Better investments. Investment levels should be maintained but they should directed toward trunk
line maintenance, rolling stock, signaling and information systems, and intermodal freight facilities—
in effect ceasing further investments in tertiary lines and most secondary lines until the overall MR
situation has improved.
Rationalizing assets and services. Lines and services will need to be scrutinized for their viability.
Nonviable lines or services should be ﬁnanced by the central government under public service
obligations (PSOs), transferred to local governments, or abandoned.
Financial restructuring. This involves the government recapitalizing MR, taking over its debt—
particularly pension liabilities—and potentially converting MR’s land into equity.
New governance for the rail sector. MR should be fully separated from the government and
given managerial autonomy. The government would need to create a new railway department,
and eventually, a railway regulator. New management tools, such as a corporate plan with full
government policy support, is also required.
Reorganizing Myanma Railways along commercial principles. MR should be corporatized and
function as a commercial enterprise. Freight should be established as a separate business unit and
separating infrastructure and services should be considered.

To implement revival, a phased approach is recommended starting early in 2015.

Figure A: Proposed Restructuring Phases

Phase 1
Planning
(2015–2016)

Phase 2
Start of restructuring
(2017–2019)

Phase 3
Second phase of restructuring
(2020–2025)

Source: Asian Development Bank.

Phase 1 (2015–2016): Planning. The government should create an interministerial restructuring committee
and propose a time-bound restructuring plan for the railways. During this phase, MR could review the
proﬁtability of its lines, prepare a rationalization plan, develop a modernization investment program, form
a freight business unit, and potentially launch a containerization pilot program. The government could also
create a precursor of the future railway department during this phase.

xiiExecutive Summary

Phase 2 (2017–2019): Start of Restructuring. During this phase, MR would be corporatized and restructured,
and MR would commence its modernization investment program.
Phase 3 (2020-2025): Second Phase of Restructuring. This phase would see the full implementation of
the modernization investment program. Public service obligation programs and network rationalization would
commence. Private sector involvement would be sought. Potentially, the freight market would be liberalized
and MR’s business units corporatized. A regulator could begin exercising its functions.

1 Rail Markets and Competitiveness
Key Findings
Myanma Railways’ core passenger transport business is at risk of disappearing. As Myanma Railways
(MR) offers cheaper and lower quality services than buses, MR attracts only the low-income population.
The low-income market’s share is bound to decrease as Myanmar grows. MR’s share is estimated to fall
from 12% to 2%–4% in the coming 15 years.
There is also considerable opportunity for growth. Myanmar’s passenger transport business is growing
fast. If MR was able to improve its services, it could triple its market share and multiply passenger volume
by seven times.
Government has prioritized passenger operations over freight, so that resources to develop the latter
have been limited. MR transported 2.5 million tons of freight in FY2013, one-third less than 2 years
before. Since 60% of freight is moved on government account, “commercial” freight is less than 1 million
tons per year, putting MR’s market share at 1.5%.
Freight transport could equally disappear or become a large viable business. MR is at risk of losing its
entire freight business to road and river transport. However, if it could seize the opportunity, its market
share could rise to 7%–15% and its commercial volume could rise 12–25 times.

1.1 Passenger Services
Declining trend in use. The number of people using Myanma Railways’ (MR) passenger services has been
declining since the peak of 76 million passengers in FY2007. Overall passenger travel by rail has declined by
21% since FY2010. In FY2013, MR carried 53 million passengers—22 million travelled on intercity1 passenger
trains and 31 million used the Yangon Circular Railway (YCR), which is a suburban and commuter rail line.
The decline in ridership has largely been in intercity passengers which has seen a 36% decline since FY2010,
the year road vehicle imports were liberalized (Figure 1).
Concentration of passengers in a few markets. In FY2013, MR operated intercity trains on 34 routes. About
35% of intercity passengers travelled on the Yangon–Mandalay route. Six of the 34 routes operated by MR
handled 74% of all intercity passengers (Figures 2 and 3).
1

In this report, ‘intercity’ trains refer to all services outside the Yangon metropolitan area. They consist of express trains, main trains
(slower long-distance trains) and local trains on both the main lines and branches.

1
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Figure 1: Myanma Railways Passenger Transport Trends
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Figure 2: Passengers by Train Service—Main Groups (million passengers)
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Figure 3: Passenger Volumes—Main Intercity Passenger Lines (2009/10 and 2013/14)
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Cheap, low-quality service. Despite a very signiﬁcant increase in passenger fares since FY2010 (Figure 4),
intercity travel by rail is still cheaper than travel by bus or car (Table 1). So, why are fewer people traveling
by train?

constant MK per passenger mile

Figure 4: Average Railway Passenger Revenues
(constant MK per passenger mile)
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Table 1: Train and Bus Fares (Yangon–Mandalay)
(MK)
Train

Bus

Ordinary class

4,650

10,600

Upper class or deluxe

9,300

16,000

Sources: Myanma Railways and ADB estimates, as of 2014.

Better road conditions and increased ownership of private vehicles have certainly contributed to the decline
in the use of rail. However, the main problem is the poor quality of MR’s passenger train services. Trips on MR’s
intercity trains are generally short (about 75% are less than 100 miles), and MR is unable to compete with
buses and private vehicles in this market. MR passenger trains are slow,2 crowded, and uncomfortable (no airconditioning) and experience frequent delays due to equipment failures and track restrictions. Trains on the
Mandalay–Myitkyina route experience serious delays due to bottlenecks where track capacity is restricted and
track and operating conditions are difficult.
MR’s market share could be smaller if the declining trend continues. MR currently holds about 12% of
the intercity market (10% by passenger-kilometer) and 1.1% of the urban transport market in Yangon.3 If the
natural (declining) trend in the use of MR’s passenger services continues, MR’s share of a growing market for
passenger travel could be 2%–4% or lower by 2030 (Figure 5).4

Figure 5: Passenger Transport Production Forecasts—Without Improvements
(million passenger-kilometer per year)
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From Yangon to Mandalay, it takes on average 9 hours by bus and 14–25 hours by train depending on train type.
JICA. 2014. Project for Comprehensive Transport Plan of the Greater Yangon (YUTRA). Yangon.
A full discussion of MR’s competitiveness and potential market is in the Thematic Note: Economic Review of the Transport Sector.
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Share of Total Passenger Market

Figure 6: Possible Myanma Railways Passenger Long-Distance Market Share
(as share of total passenger-kilometer market, %)
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Considerable opportunity for growth. According to projections prepared by the Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) for the National Transport Development Plan and by this report, the future
market for intercity passenger travel by rail is considerable. With strategic investments, MR’s share of this
market could be increased to 20% by 2025 and to as much as 30% by 2030 (Figure 7).
Challenges. MR’s ﬁrst challenge is to reverse the “natural” trend by improving the quality of passenger services.
The next challenge is to capture 20%–30% of the future market but to do this, MR will need a signiﬁcant
increase in its current passenger handling capacity (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Possible Range of Future Myanma Railways Intercity Passenger Demand
(million passengers per year)
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Sources: Myanma Railways, ADB, and JICA.

Estimates 2030 (JICA)
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1.2 Freight Transport
MR’s share of the freight market is low and decreasing. MR currently holds about 5% of the freight transport
market. This overstates MR’s real position in the freight transport market because commercial freight traffic
accounts for less than 50% of MR’s overall traffic base. For commercial freight alone, MR’s market share is
only 1.5%. Twenty to 25% of MR freight traffic is ballast for both new and existing lines. Freight statistics also
include about the same volume of parcels traffic which is wholly handled on passenger trains. Commercial
freight traffic has declined by 28% since FY2012 (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Trends in Myanma Railways Freight Transport
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Concentration of freight traffic in two corridors. MR’s freight market is concentrated in the Yangon–Mandalay
and Mandalay (Myohaung)–Myitkyina corridors, which accounted for about 87% of MR’s commercial freight
traffic in FY2013. About 92% of the freight in these corridors was transported on conventional freight trains; the
rest was transported in brake vans on passenger trains (i.e., on “mixed” trains). About 5%–10% of MR’s traffic is
through mixed trains (Figures 9 and 10).
The main factor limiting rail freight development has been the lack of traction power. Locomotives used
for freight services have been increasingly diverted to run passenger services, so that their number has been
reduced.
Also, MR does not operate container trains. MR is now working to establish a container train service between
Yangon and Mandalay. A tender was issued in 2014 to select an investment partner that will initially assess the
feasibility of establishing dry ports near the two centers and the operation of a container train service.

Rail Markets and Competitiveness7

Figure 9: Distribution of Myanma Railways
Freight Services by Lines (%)
Others
13%

Figure 10: Composition of Myanma Railways
Freight by Commodity, FY2013 (%)
Forest products
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Myitkyina
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Mandalay
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Source: Based on an analysis of FY2014 waybills using
data provided by Myanma Railways.
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Source: Myanma Railways.

MR’s freight tariffs have increased signiﬁcantly since FY2011. When commercial traffic declined by 21%,
MR’s freight tariffs increased by 183%. Despite the increases, MR’s tariffs are still lower than road freight
tariffs; still, MR has been unable to secure more of the freight transport market due to lack of resources for
locomotives (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Average Railway Freight Revenues
(constant MK per ton mile)
constant MK per ton mile
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FY = ﬁscal year.
Sources: Myanma Railways and ADB.

Some of the problems are the following:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
5

low availability of locomotives and rolling stock,
limited freedom to negotiate tariffs with customers,
minimal marketing of services,
one-way traffic and limited backhauls,5
lack of modern bulk handling equipment (bulk handling and transfer is done manually), and
no container train services.

MR charges a round-trip tariff to most shippers where there is no backhaul.
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MR’s freight services could become irrelevant to commercial shippers. If MR’s problems are not addressed
and the “natural” trend in the decline of freight tonnage continues, MR’s share of the freight market will be
negligible by 2030 or even earlier (Figure 12).

Share of Total Freight Market

Figure 12: Myanma Railways Freight Market Share Potential (%)
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Natural Trend-2025

Potential Market Share Range

Note: Myanma Railways’ current market share is 5% including departmental and parcels, and 1.5% including only commercial
freight. Potential share is 7%–15% depending on the intensity of competition with other modes.
Sources: Myanma Railways and ADB estimates.

As is the case with passenger transport, the freight transport market is projected to grow. Railways could
capture a large share of this market. It is projected that 12–25 million tons could be carried on the railway by
2025.6 MR’s freight capacity is underutilized, and there is scope to capture a larger market through better asset
management, service improvements, containerization, and investment in equipment (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Possible Range of Future Freight Traffic Available to Myanma Railways
(million tons)
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JICA = Japan International Cooperation Agency.
Sources: Myanma Railways, ADB, and JICA.

6

ADB. 2016. Myanmar: Transport Sector Policy Note: How to Reduce Transport Costs. Manila.

2 Railway Assets and Staff
Key Findings
Myanma Railways’ (MR) track, rolling stock, and signalling systems are outdated and in critical
condition:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

About half of locomotives, rolling stock, and coaches need to be replaced. Locomotives with
high fuel consumption should be replaced or retired.
Most tracks were originally designed to very low axle bearing standards, and have not been
renewed since. Ballast is absent in many sections. At least 30% of bridges need major repair or
replacement.
Signalling systems are over 60 years old.

These constraints severely limit MR’s efficiency and service quality:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

limiting operational speed and causing frequent delays and accidents,
limiting line capacity and freight quantity, and
requiring very high fuel consumption and other operational expenses.

MR has a very dedicated staff but is limited in its ability to attract skilled workers and managers or
to train them in-house. This is because MR offers low wages and has limited training resources.
MR’s capacity to address these challenges is limited by its status as a state-owned enterprise and
its complex organizational structure.

2.1 Track
Myanma Railways (MR) has 6,106 route km in 2014 (3,795 route miles), of which 705 km (438 miles)
are double-tracked between Yangon and Mandalay. About 50% of the routes were constructed during
1988–2010, and another 116 route miles were added since 2011. The total length of tracks (including yards
and stations) is 7,937 km (4,933 miles).
Tracks have an axle load capacity of 12.5 tons, which restricts wagon loading (and is not consistent
with neighboring countries that are reconstructing their networks to allow axle loads of 15–20 tons).
MR is developing plans to increase axle load capacity to 20 tons to be consistent with other countries

9
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in the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS). MR has been progressively upgrading its rail from 60 pounds
to 75 pounds and replacing wooden sleepers with concrete sleepers produced in plants constructed under
build–operate–transfer (BOT) arrangements with MR. As of 2014, about 50% of sleepers are concrete.
MR spent about $1,650 per track kilometer on maintenance in FY2014. This is very low by international
comparison, which reﬂects the low standards used by MR. But this should be viewed with caution as track
maintenance requirements are a function of the extent of mechanization, traffic volume (gross tonnage), train
speed, and geographic conditions.
Poor track conditions are a problem for MR and are a major cause of accidents and train delays. The major
track problems to be addressed are the following:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Most track work is manual. Track maintenance is not mechanized, and there is a shortage of skilled
labor to maintain track primarily due to MR’s low wages.
Track ballast is a major problem. In many locations, track ballast is either absent or of insufficient
depth, which severely affects ride comfort. MR has since 2011 moderately increased its renewal
efforts (Figure 14). Facilities for producing ballast of appropriate size and hardness are however
insufficient.
Longer crossing loops are needed on the Mandalay–Myitkyina track sections to increase capacity.
There are many old rail bridges that need rehabilitation or replacement. Up to 30% of the 11,818
bridges may need major repair, based on a sample of bridge inspections undertaken by JICA from
Yangon to Taungoo.

Figure 14: Sleeper and Ballast Renewal
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Source: Myanma Railways Performance Indicators (FY1988 to FY2013).

MR has already started track upgrading on the Yangon–Mandalay corridor. The corridor is now double-tracked,
and welded and concrete sleepers have been installed. Further upgrading is under consideration consistent
with the national transport development master plan and other investment requirements.
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Between 2013 and 2015, MR completed tenders to the private sector to provide track maintenance services
(mechanized) on the Yangon–Mandalay–Myitkyina track sections. Tenders have also been completed for the
welding of track between Mandalay and Myitkyina. Evaluation of proposals was underway at the time of writing.
Discussions with the Government of the Republic of Korea on funding for these works were also ongoing.

2.2 Signals and Telecommunications
MR’s signaling and train control systems are old and
life-expired. In some locations, the equipment is over
60 years old. Some of MR’s train control systems still
utilize electric tubes (Figures 15, 16, and 17).

Figure 15: Yangon Station Train Control
Equipment

Some upgrading (conversion to solid state relays and
automatic block signaling) has occurred on the Yangon
Circular Railway (YCR) and on the Yangon–Mandalay
route, utilizing the ﬁber-optic cable that has been
installed along the line. However, the condition of
relays, wires, and points is poor throughout the system;
as a result, manual block control is often necessary.
There are no computerized control systems.
Telecommunications on the Yangon–Mandalay route
has also improved with the installation of a ﬁber-optic
cable. However, these improvements have not yet been
extended to other parts of the network that still rely on
very high frequency (VHF) radio for train-to-station
communications.

Figure 16: Condition of Relay Points

Photo by Paul Power (2014).

Photo by Paul Power (2014).

Figure 17: Yangon Station Train Control Circuitry

Photo by Paul Power (2014).
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MR has tendered in 2014 for ﬁber-optic cable upgrade on the Yangon–Mandalay section, for the extension
of ﬁber-optic cabling throughout the system, and for communications towers. These facilities will be used as
shared resources to generate revenue. These planned developments will provide the backbone for improved
train control, signaling, and telecommunications.

2.3 Locomotives and Rolling Stock
Much of MR’s rolling stock is old and needs replacement or upgrade. The problems are described in the
following paragraphs.
The locomotives and rolling stock are old:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

56% of diesel locomotives are over 30 years old (Table 2).
74% of hydraulic locomotives are over 30 years old.
48% of wagons are over 40 years old (Figure 19).
30% of coaches are over 30 years old (Figure 20).
Old locomotive units and rail buses breakdown frequently: on average, there are 325 failures per
year, or almost 1 failure per day.
The overall availability of rolling stock is less than 70%.
Because of the age of the units, parts are difficult to obtain as they may no longer be in stock or
available.
Old locomotives are not fuel-efficient and contribute to MR’s increasingly high fuel usage
(Figure 18).
Old wagons and coaches are basically worn out, and most are unsuitable for rehabilitation.

MR has assessed some options to address the problem of old locomotives, including
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

repowering 30 locomotives (with new engines and modern control systems),
purchasing new locomotive units, and
developing a plant to manufacture diesel multiple unit (DMU) in Myanmar.

Table 2: Overview of Myanma Railways Rolling Stock (as of 2014)
Rolling Stock

a

On Book

Operating

Stoppeda

Number of Rolling Stock
over 30 Years Old

Diesel electric locomotives

268

182

86

149 (55.6%)

Diesel hydraulic locomotives

137

68

69

101 (73.7%)

Total

405

250

155

250 (61.7%)

Rail buses

166

79

87

Passenger coaches

1,331

1,091

240

404 (30.4%)

Freight wagons

3,374

2,673

701

1,611 (47.7%)c

These are awaiting heavy repair or already scrapped.
In 2015, MR was expecting to receive 27 second-hand diesel multiple units from Japan.
c
The freight wagons are over 40 years old.
Source: Myanma Railways.
b

166 (100%)b
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liter/1,000 ton-km

Figure 18: Freight Train Fuel Consumption
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Figure 19: Age Distribution of Wagons
(%)
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Figure 20: Age Distribution of Coaches
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11–20 years
(13%)
21–30 years
(14%)

21–30 years
(17%)

11–20 years
(24%)
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Source: Myanma Railways.

Source: Myanma Railways.

MR has the capacity to manufacture new coaches, and its capacity is sufficient to meet current market
requirements. Market development would require purchasing new coaches, rail buses, or DMU.
MR is progressively introducing rail buses on the YCR and a range of services outside of Yangon. Many are
air-conditioned and thus provide a signiﬁcant improvement in level of service compared to the locomotivehauled stock which they are replacing.
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Nonstandardization of rolling stock requires MR to stock a multiplicity of parts for maintenance and repair. It
also affects the scheduling of periodic repair.
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Locomotives are a mix of Chinese, French, and Indian units.
MR operates four different types of diesel locomotives and ﬁve different types of hydraulic
locomotives.
There are four different coach bogie types and eight different wagon bogie types.
MR uses two different coupler systems; the systems are incompatible, and as a result trains must be
composed based on coupler systems (Table 3).

Table 3: Coupler Systems in Use
AAR
Rolling Stock
Diesel electric locomotives
Diesel hydraulic locomotives
Total

High

Low

Subtotal

ABC

Grand Total

61

0

61

207

268

6

35

41

96

137

67

35

102

303

405

Passenger coaches

222

150

372

959

1,331

Freight wagons

700

232

932

2,442

3,374

AAR = Association of American Railways couplers, ABC = Automatic Buffing Contact coupler.
Source: Myanma Railways.

Another problem is the old maintenance facilities and equipment:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

MR has two facilities for major and heavy locomotive repair and periodic overhaul. Insein near
Yangon was built in 1875 and Ywataung near Mandalay was built from 1969 to 1975. Wagon and
coach repairs (and coach manufacturing) are done at a facility near Myitnge that was built in 1911.
(The construction workshop was built in 1973.)
The equipment in these facilities is also old and inadequate. For example;
ż MR has one wagon wheel lathe at Insein (circa 1988). A new one is needed as well as an under
ﬂoor wheel lathe unit.
ż Load testing equipment at Insein is 56 years old and needs to be replaced with computerized
testing equipment.
ż Traction motor and generator overhauling shops need to be modernized.
ż Hand tools are scarce and small machinery is old and needs to be replaced.

2.4 Myanma Railways Organization
and Human Resources
MR’s organizational structure is shown in Appendix 1.
MR is a state-owned enterprise, not a corporation. Therefore, it takes instructions from the government and
is not held to any performance objectives like corporation (or corporatized state-owned company).
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Railways that are state-owned enterprises often lose sight of the overall objective of a railway, which is to
transport passengers and move freight for customers. Instead, the primary objectives often become meeting
government directives and delivering railway inputs, such as track maintenance or equipment repair.
MR’s organizational structure is organized by function rather than by line of business. It has possibly too
many layers of management. Overall, managers (officers) comprise less than 1.6% of overall staff, but there
are also deputy general managers and assistant general managers. As not all officers are trained managers, this
structure is particularly bureaucratic and unresponsive in practice.
MR has over 20,000 staff. This is less than the sanctioned level of 32,000; but given the current traffic levels,
MR employs more people than most railways of a comparable size. It may be possible—with modernization of
management systems, upgrading of rolling stock and equipment, and mechanization of track maintenance—
to reduce the number of employees over time. However, given the large potential markets available to MR,
it may not be necessary to reduce staff as long as productivity is improved (Figure 21).

Figure 21: Myanma Railways Employees by Department
Medical
226 (1%)
Finance and controller of stores
475 (2%)

Managing director office
214 (1%)

Civil
4,997 (25%)

Commercial
1,467 (7%)

Traffic
6,440 (32%)

Mechanical
6,357 (32%)

Source: Myanma Railways.

Low wages are a problem. The average salary of MR staff is about 70,000 kyats (MK) per month, plus an
additional MK30,000 per month contribution to employee welfare—approximately $100 per month overall.
These low levels of wages are not sufficient to attract skilled workers and managers (or even unskilled labor)
within Myanmar’s growing economy.
Training and capacity development needs attention. MR needs to modernize employee skills in all technical
ﬁelds to operate and maintain new technology, rolling stock, and equipment.
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MR has two technical training facilities:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Central Institute of Transport and Communication (Railways Technical Training Center) at Meikhtila
for general training of staff, station masters, and locomotive drivers; and
Technical Training Center for mechanical and electrical staff at Ywataung.

Both facilities need to be completely upgraded and equipped with modern tools and training aids to provide
better training services.
In addition to technical training needs, MR lacks the capacity to undertake ﬁnancial and operational analysis
needed to prioritize and evaluate investment options. Similarly, MR lacks an internal costing capacity that
would enable it to evaluate the extent to which operating costs would change with investments. MR’s capacity
is also limited in the following areas: marketing, computers and networking, and management information
systems (MIS).

2.5 Information Systems
MR’s data collection is entirely paper-based. Ticketing, freight way billing, and train recording are not
computerized. There are no electronic systems to exchange train information from station to station. All
operating and ﬁnancial data are collected and compiled manually. There are no management information
systems (MIS) and no centralized asset databases.
Manual compilation of data is tedious, and the lack of automation restricts MR managers’ ability to access
timely information and to share information easily.

3 Railway Performance
Key Findings
Myanma Railways runs an impressive number of services, but it is forced to limit speed and cannot
ensure on-time performance. MR maximizes the use of its main tracks despite the poor quality of
its assets. However, systematic track and rolling stock failures force MR to halve potential speed and
constrain reliability to 60% on average.
Train derailments and other accidents are very frequent. The accident rate is about 50 times that of a
modern rail system. Track condition is a lead issue.
MR’s asset productivity is very low. MR’s assets are generally underutilized; they must be rehabilitated
before they can be used more productively. Staff productivity is low, and there may be scope for
downsizing. Compounding the operational constraints, most of MR’s network has little traffic and, in
many cases, little potential market. Network rationalization would improve productivity.
MR revenues cover only half of MR’s costs. MR has been making operational deﬁcits since 2006.
It is estimated estimate that MR’s passenger revenues cover only 66% of operational costs excluding
infrastructure (37% of full costs). MR loses money each time it runs a passenger train, with the exception
of some express trains. To the contrary, freight revenues cover 120% of operational costs excluding
infrastructure (65% of total costs).
Despite the critical need for asset renewal, MR mainly invests in new lines with little market potential.
The government’s average annual investments reached $100 million during FY2008. However, 88% of
investments have been for new railway lines (FY2009 data).

This section looks at MR’s performance in the context of its market results and the condition of MR assets.

3.1 Operational
3.1.1 Train Performance
MR operated 443 trains per day in FY2013, which is consistent with its operations since FY2009. The quantity
of MR’s services is impressive, given that these trains are operated with outdated train control systems, signaling
equipment, and rolling stock (Table 4).
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Table 4: Myanma Railways Daily Train Runs
Train Type

Number of Trains per Day

Intercity passenger

198

Express

42

Mail and others

66

Mixed

62

Rail bus

28

Yangon Circular (suburban)
Freight
Total

215
30
443

Source: Myanma Railways.

3.1.2 Freight Trains
MR freight trains are short (often less than 20 wagons) and transport 500–600 net tons of freight on average.
On the Yangon–Mandalay and Mandalay–Myitkyina services, freight trains are usually powered by two
locomotive units.7 On most other routes, freight is carried in mixed passenger and freight trains, and trains are
usually powered by one unit.
Freight traffic management is complicated by several problems:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

a high system-wide empty return ratio (no backhaul on most of MR’s shipments),
long train (and wagon or coach) turnaround due to low average train speed (average turnaround per
wagon is 7.5 days),
low equipment availability,
different coupler systems, and
manual loading and unloading.

Train speed is constrained overall by the poor quality of train control and signaling systems (which increase
station dwell times) and by the age of rolling stock.
The speed of express trains is generally higher because there is no loading and unloading at stations, as is the
case with ordinary and local freight trains.
Train speed on Mandalay–Myitkyina is severely restricted by physical track capacity. MR operates more
than 30 trains (including passenger trains) per day on this section, which has a single track in poor condition
(minimal ballast and poor platform) and no passing loops. Block signaling is also old (circa 1949) and unreliable.
It is manually activated and paper line clearance is required for track possession in bottleneck sections where
operations are even more severely restricted due to the narrow width of the right of way.

7

Yangon–Mandalay express freight trains are 1,200 gross tons.
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3.1.3 Passenger Trains
MR operates 215 trains daily on the 29-mile Yangon Circular Railway (YCR) that provides commuter
service to Yangon’s suburban areas. Services are poor quality and unreliable, especially in the rainy season
where tracks may be ﬂooded. Trains are crowded and the average speed is only 10 miles per hour (mph) due
to track congestion (Table 5). Trains are conventional, e.g., locomotives pulling coaches (with the exception of
the rail buses acquired in 2014) (Figure 22).

Table 5: Average Speed of Freight Trains
Train
Yangon–Mandalay (Myohaung)

Average Speed
(mph)

Type

Mileage

Hours

Express

383

20

19.15

30

12.77

31

10.97

Ordinary
Myohaung (Mandalay)–Myitkyina

Express

Yangon–Myitkyina

Ordinary

340

Ordinary
723

46

7.39

76

9.50

Sanctioned Speed
(mph)
42
25
N/A

mph = miles per hour, N/A = not applicable.
Source: Myanma Railways.

Figure 22: Bottleneck Sections
No. (2) Division, Ywataung

End of the Division (2) Area,
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To Myitkyina
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Kyauk Kyi
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Ywataung–Nansiaung Track
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Naba–Katha Track
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Katha–Moetarkyi–Kyauk Kyi Track
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Kawlin (535/18)

Ywataung–Monywa Track

Kanbalu (490/6)
Tangone

Monywa–Ye U–Khin U Track

Tantabin (469/18)
YeU (515/6)

Aungtha–Bodhi Tahtaung Track

Khin U (458/6)

Chaung U–Magyiboke Track

Shwebo (444/12)
Monywa (456/18)
Aungtha
Chaung U (441/21)

Watlet (428/6)

Bodhi Tahtaung

Magyiboke (453/18)
Ywataung (393)

To Pakokgu

End of the Division (2) Area,
Milestone (455/23)

Begin of the Division (2) Area,
Milestone (390/20)
To Mandalay

Source: Myanma Railways.
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There has been much discussion within MR about changes to the YCR. Operating commuter rail services
requires a considerable portion of MR’s resources and dedication. At the time of writing, MR was introducing
diesel multiple units (DMU) to replace conventional trains. MR was also considering a public–private
partnership arrangement for YCR operation, which would include service improvements, investment in
equipment, rehabilitation of stations, and redevelopment of the Yangon station and lands.
MR operated 198 intercity passenger trains per day in 2013–204. Intercity trains are both conventional
and rail buses. As noted earlier, intercity passenger train fares are cheaper than highway buses, but slower and
much less comfortable (Table 6).

Table 6: Number of Intercity Trains Operated by Myanma Railways
Route

Express

Mail

Local

Rail Bus

4

8

8

Yangon–Mandalay

6

Yangon–Naypyitaw

4

Mandalay–Myitkyina

8

4

Yangon–Bagan–Pakokku

4

2

Pathein–Hinthada–Kyangin

2

16

Bagan–Mandalay

2

Yangon–Mawlammyine–Dawe
Others
Total

Total
26
4

12

2

26

2

8

6

24
2

10

2

4

16

6

34

36

16

92

42

62

66

28

198

Note: Not all trains operate the full length of the route.
Source: Myanma Railways.

Coaches are old, seats are worn out, and there is no air conditioning. Water and toilet facilities are poor. Services
are often unreliable due to breakdowns.
A train on the Yangon to Mandalay route typically comprises eight to nine ordinary coaches, two to ﬁve upper
coaches, plus a brake van. Sleepers are added on overnight services. On average, there are 90 persons per
coach in ordinary class on the Yangon–Mandalay and Mandalay–Myitkyina trains.
The average speed of intercity trains is low, and travel by train generally takes much longer than by bus
(Table 7). The main exception is the link between Mandalay and Myitkina, where roads are not well developed.
The low speed is due to the track condition and to the practice of many nonexpress services stopping at many,
if not all, stations.

Table 7: Average Speed of Passenger Trains in Main Corridors
Train
Yangon–Mandalay

Type

Mileage

Hours

Average Speed (kph)

Sanctioned Speed (kph)

Express

383

14.5

42

68

25.0

24

19.0

29

Mail

26.5

21

Local

30.0

18

Mail
Mandalay–Myitkyina

kph = kilometers per hour.
Source: Myanma Railways.

Express

340

40
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Poor punctuality is another issue. The reasons for poor punctuality vary according to the train operation,
but generally they are attributable to
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

locomotive failures,
brake failures,
track caution orders,
wagon (wheel) failures,
delays at crossings,
delays at stations due to signaling failures, and
on the congested Mandalay-Myitkyina section, a delayed train delays all other trains.

In general, about 60% of MR intercity trains arrive or depart on schedule (Table 8). MR has set a target of 80%.
Many express trains meet it, but not the local trains and “mail” trains.

Table 8: On-Time Performance of Trains (as of 2013)
Train

Target (%)

Achievement (%)

Difference

Train

Target (%)

Achievement (%)

Difference

1 Up

70

61

–9

2 Dn

70

80

10

3 Up

80

19

–61

4 Dn

80

80

0

5 Up

80

19

–61

6 Dn

80

80

0

11 Up

80

64

–16

12 Dn

80

77

–3

33 Up

80

23

–57

34 Dn

80

7

–73

37 Up

80

24

–56

38 Dn

80

3

–77

55 Up

80

61

–19

56 Dn

80

32

–48

57 Up

80

13

–67

58 Dn

80

77

–3

119 Up

80

93

13

120 Dn

80

90

10

41 Up

70

22

–48

42 Dn

70

26

–44

47 Up

70

12

–58

48 Dn

70

4

–66

131 Up

70

93

23

132 Dn

70

90

20

135 Up

70

48

–22

136 Dn

70

35

–35

117 Up

70

97

27

118 Dn

70

93

23

123 Up

70

81

11

124 Dn

70

81

11

M-41

70

93

23

R-46

70

87

17

23 Up

70

93

23

24 Dn

70

90

20

115 Up

70

100

30

116 Dn

70

100

30

Dn = Down.
Source: Myanma Railways.

3.2 Safety
MR has experienced a high number of derailments and other accidents over the years. MR’s accident rate
is 0.852 accidents per million traffic units. This is about 50 times the level in modern railways. Most of these
accidents are simple derailments (Figure 23), linked to poor track condition.
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Figure 23: Number of Rail Accidents
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Derailment within station yard

Accident on level crossing

Others

FY = ﬁscal year.
Source: Myanma Railways.

There is no central entity (office) within MR responsible for ensuring the safety of operations. MR
operates according to a set of general rules that specify safety requirements and regulations, and MR trains
staff on these rules periodically.
Station masters manage safety at the station level, and the Mechanical Department inspects the trains prior
to departure. Assistant permanent way inspectors, who routinely examine track for defects, manage safety on
track sections.
The train controller manages track possession, and often radio communication (or paper authorization or
manual unlocking) is required to ensure the protection of work gangs. Guards operate road crossings. Most
crossing barriers are manually operated, except for some sections on the YCR.

3.3 Productivity
MR’s asset and staff productivity is low when compared to similar countries. Table 9 shows some
operating performance indicators for MR in comparison with other Southeast or South Asian countries. MR’s
performance indicators are lower than most other benchmarks, with the exception of the traffic units per
locomotive. For instance, with a shorter network and about as many staff, Indonesia’s railways move 10 times
more freight and 4 times as many passengers.
Overall, MR physical assets (track and rolling stock) are underutilized, which means that there is extra capacity
to handle additional passengers and freight. However, because of the condition of the assets, they must be
rehabilitated or replaced if they are to be used more productively to handle higher traffic volumes.
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Table 9: Selected Rail Operating Performance Benchmarks
Myanmar

Bangladesh

Indonesia

Malaysia

Pakistan

Thailand

Viet Nam

Year of data

2014

2008

2008

2008

2008

2007

2008

Network operated (km)

5,284

2,835

4,813

1,665

7,791

4,429

2,347

250

285

495

92

555

271

319

79

0

568

116

0

244

0

Coaches

1,091

1,416

1,576

359

1,868

1,509

1,060

Wagons

2,673

9,409

4,864

3,596

23,289

6,692

4,048

Locomotives
Railcars

Staff (thousands)

20

35

26

5

87

18

34

Passengers (million)

53

54

198

39

80

45

11

3,585

5,609

18,511

1,527

24,731

8,037

4,139

2

3

20

5

7

12

8

676

870

5,452

1,384

6,187

3,161

3,807

Passenger-km (million)
Tons (million)
Net tkm (million)
TU/route-km (million)
TU/staff (thousands)
TU/locomotive (million)
Pkm/car (million)
Tkm/wagon (million)
Av dist (passengers) (km)
Av dist (freight) (km)

1

2

5

2

4

3

3

213

184

940

542

357

625

231

17

11

11

7

28

11

12

3

4

9

3

13

5

4

253

92

1,121

385

266

472

940

68

104

94

39

309

178

374

338

265

279

265

855

266

467

Av dist = average distance, km = kilometer, Pkm = passenger-kilometer, Tkm = ton-kilometer, TU = traffic unit.
Sources: Asian Development Bank estimates, based on Myanma Railways data and various sources.

Most of MR’s network has little traffic. No line carries major traffic by international standards (Figure 24).
About 68% of MR’s traffic is carried on only 25% of the route network—the trunk lines or main corridors—while
about 59% of the network carries just 14% of MR’s traffic. This implies scope for rationalization of services to
concentrate on serving key markets. The network can analyzed as comprising four subnetworks:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Trunk network (664 km). These are the YCR and Yangon–Mandalay lines, both of which are dual
track. YCR has an average traffic density of about 10 million passengers annually, and Yangon–
Mandalay an average traffic of about 2 million units (counting one ton of freight as equal to one
passenger). Only these lines would qualify as main lines according to the Union International
Railways (UIC) classiﬁcation.
Secondary network (1,531 km). This includes the lines to Pyay, Mawlamyine, Myitkina, Magway,
and Chauk, and the Pathein–Hinthada line. Average traffic density is about one million traffic units
annually, mostly passengers.
Tertiary network (1,482 km). Traffic density is 200,000–400,000 passengers annually.
Quaternary network (2,429 km). Traffic density is less than 200,000 passengers annually; for most
of the lines constitutive of this network, traffic is even lower than 50,000 passengers annually.
These lines are usually grouped with the tertiary network. These lines have been treated separately
to highlight their very low contribution to MR’s transport task.
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Figure 24: Distribution of Myanma Railways Network by Traffic Density
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Note: UIC1–9 is an international scale for railway traffic density, UIC1 includes lines with the highest traffic.
Source: Asian Development Bank analysis of Myanma Railways data.

3.4 Financial Performance
The increasing level of expenditure is not sustainable. MR had in FY2014 a working ratio (i.e., cash costs
excluding depreciation compared to cash revenues) of 140%. Its operating ratio, if computing depreciation
at replacement value, may be 180% or higher. Modern railways have much lower operating ratios (75%–
100%). In Northern America, this is achieved without direct subsidy. In Europe and Japan, this is achieved
only after direct payments from the government for public service obligations and/or infrastructure capital or
maintenance subsidies.
An analysis of MR’s cost structure indicates that MR’s freight operation is covering its direct costs (ﬁxed and
variable). Freight revenues do not cover all capital costs. Freight revenues do not cover all capital costs, but are
close to covering all above rail costs, so that a private operator may be able to invest (Table 10).
In contrast, passenger services only cover 67% of their direct above rail costs, and only 37% of total costs
(Table 11).
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constant MK per unit of traffic

Figure 25: Myanma Railways Revenue and Expenditures per Unit of Traffic
(constant 2013 MK per unit of traffic)
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Revenues per traffic unit
FY1990 FY1995 FY2000 FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013

FY = ﬁscal year.
Sources: Asian Development Bank analysis of Myanma Railways data.

Table 10: Analysis of Freight Cost Coverage Ratio, FY2014 (MK per ton-km)
Item

All costs

Fixed costs
Variable costs

Above Rail Costsa

6.8

0

24.9

24.9

Capital costs

14.9

10.4

Total Costs

46.6

35.4

Average revenues

30.5

30.5

Revenues in % of direct costs (ﬁxed + variable)

96

122

Revenues in % of total costs

65

86

Notes: Infrastructure costs distributed on basis of train-miles. Capital charges based on a mixture of new and secondhand
equipment at a 4% real interest rate per annum.
a
Above rail costs do not include track costs.
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates based on a costing model developed under ADB. 2014. Technical Assistance to
Myanmar for Transport Sector Reform and Modernization. Manila.

Table 11: Analysis of Passenger Cost Coverage Ratio, FY2014 (MK per passenger-km)
All costs
Fixed costs

Above Rail Costsa

4.4

0

Variable costs

14.5

14.5

Capital costs

7.3

4.6

26.2

19.1

Total Costs
Average revenues

9.7

9.7

Revenues in % of direct costs

51

67

Revenues in % of total costs

37

51

Notes: Infrastructure costs distributed on the basis of train-miles. Capital charges based on a mixture of new and secondhand
equipment at a 4% real interest rate per annum.
a
Above rail costs do not include track costs.
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates based on a costing model developed under ADB. 2014. Technical Assistance to
Myanmar for Transport Sector Reform and Modernization. Manila.
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Raising fares and tariffs cannot help reduce MR’s high working ratio. MR has little scope to increase tariffs
and fares, given the large increases since 2010–2011 and MR’s lack of competitiveness with buses and trucks.
The focus will need to be on
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

rationalizing services,
signiﬁcantly reducing operating expenses, and
eliminating ﬁnancial burdens.

About 40% of MR’s costs is attributable to fuel and materials used by the Mechanical Department.
Replacing or repowering many of MR’s old (and not fuel-efficient) locomotives and standardization of rolling
stock could signiﬁcantly reduce operating costs. Similarly, MR incurs signiﬁcant expenses to keep old wagons
and coaches in running order.
MR operates many light density lines and services. As noted in the section on productivity, 64% of MR’s
route network (tertiary and quaternary lines) generates only 13% of MR’s traffic. Cost reductions could be
achieved by reducing or stopping services on part of these lines. Beyond this, a detailed analysis shows that
express trains cover about their direct operating costs, but that mail and local trains cover just half of them.
MR could rationalize its supply considering the extent to which each service covers direct operating costs
(Table 12).

Table 12: Revenues and Costs by Type of Service, FY2014
(MK billion)
Passengers
Express

Mail

Local

YCR

Total

Freight

23.4

12.0

9.7

7.1

52.1

14.8

66.9

Rolling stock CAPEX

7.2

3.5

3.3

2.4

16.4

6.2

22.6

Track OPEX

6.7

3.7

3.3

1.9

15.6

4.0

19.6

Track CAPEX

4.7

2.3

1.7

0.8

9.6

2.6

12.2

42.0

21.5

18.0

12.2

93.8

27.6

20.4

6.0

5.7

2.6

34.7

18.0

Costs OPEX excluding track

Total costs
Revenues

Infrastructure

Total

121.3
9.1

61.8

CAPEX = capital expenditures, FY = ﬁscal year, OPEX = operating expenditures, YCR = Yangon Circular Railway.
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates based on a costing model developed under ADB. 2014. Technical Assistance to
Myanmar for Transport Sector Reform and Modernization. Manila.

Cost reductions could also be achieved by eliminating MR’s responsibility for historic pensions for the
provision of medical, and welfare services to employees. These two items account for MK12 billion or 11% of
MR’s operating expenses in FY2013. A part of welfare costs is reportedly bonuses paid to staff on a standard
basis, which should be considered as salaries and unlikely to lead to cost reductions (Figures 26 and 27).
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Figure 26: Myanma Railways Expenses by Category, FY2013 (%)
Taxes
1%
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35%
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Operating
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23%

Interest
16%
Source: Myanma Railways.

Figure 27: Myanma Railways Expenses by Department, FY2013 (%)
Depreciation, interest, and taxes
24.4%

Mechanical
44.5%

Miscellaneous
14.7%
Commercial
1.4%
Traffic
6.2%
Note: Mechanical includes fuel costs. Miscellaneous appears to include historic pensions and welfare.
Source: Myanma Railways.

Civil
8.8%
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3.5 Myanma Railways Management Performance
The government’s excessive involvement in MR management hampers strategic and business
management. The Ministry of Transport and Communications (Ministry of Railway Transportation until
April 2016) is practically responsible for any budgeting, planning, procurement, staff, and services decision.
During the year, deviations from previously approved budgets and plans require new approvals. This process
stiﬂes initiative and slows down decisions, not least because the ministry allocates few staff to meet this
important responsibility. Also, in practice, political motivations have prevailed over business needs (e.g., to
invest into new lines rather than maintain the trunk network).
MR management is complacent. MR managers are accustomed to responding to the government’s wishes
and to being told what to do rather than managing the company and innovating. There has been a lack of
management focus on building the railway business, which includes marketing, customer service, and
introducing systems to aid in the management of assets and operations.
As a result, there is an unwillingness to take initiative to address MR’s problems. Some leaders in MR have
strategic leadership capacity, but they do not have the power to introduce change.
A change in management style can only be achieved through a change in governance. In order to meet
the challenges of the transport market and to restore MR’s assets, a change in focus is necessary and this will
require separation of the Ministry of Transport and Communications from MR, changes in MR’s governance
(i.e., corporatization) and possibly changes to MR’s internal structure.
The first step would involve allowing MR management to radically overhaul policies and procedures in
line with business needs. But this alone will not solve MR’s economic problems, and the government will
need to provide significant financial support for many years.

3.6 Government Investments
The Myanmar government has invested more than MK800 billion ($800 million) into MR between 2009
and 2014. This includes MK186 billion in operational subsidies and MK620 billion in capital investments.
The ﬁgure below shows the trend and extent of Myanmar’s investment in its railway system (Figure 28).
Almost 88% of capital investment in MR since FY2009 has been into track, a large share of which has
been for the construction of new (mainly tertiary) lines. Although historically, capital investment in transport
infrastructure has been only about 1% of GDP, roughly 30% of investment has been in railways, mostly in the
construction of new railway lines. The size of MR’s railway trackage has increased by almost 100% since 1988.
There is no evidence that a serious feasibility study of the new lines was undertaken (Figure 29).
Investing in the construction of new trackage has led to the neglect and deterioration of other railway
assets. Investment in other railway assets (track, rolling stock, equipment, signaling, and automation) has been
negligible relative to the massive amounts invested in line construction.
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Figure 28: Government Investments in Myanma Railways
(MK billion)
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Source: Myanmar National Accounts.

As a result, MR’s existing assets are in a poor state, which is now one of the major factors affecting MR’s
operational and ﬁnancial performance.
Further, MR has been tasked with operating these new lines (many of which are tertiary with low traffic density)
without being given the ﬁnancial capacity to operate them properly or to structure services consistent with
demands.

Figure 29: Distribution of Myanma Railways Capital Investments,
2009–2013 (%)
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Source: Myanma Railways.
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4 Options for Improving

Myanma Railways Performance

Key Findings and Suggestions
Myanma Railways (MR) is at a crossroads. Three scenarios can be conceived:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Business as usual. If things keep going as they are, MR’s market share would dwindle until
the Yangon–Mandalay track is fully rehabilitated. Despite this investment, MR would require
permanent subsidies in order to remain ﬁnancially viable.
Extensive growth. Alternatively, the government could choose to lower rail rates, increase
volumes, and invest massively in track and rolling stock. Such strategy would require a lasting
government commitment to subsidize up to $300 million a year most of the rail investments
as well as operational expenditures.
Revival. A strategy to revive the railways ensures MR’s market share in the long term
and makes MR ﬁnancially sustainable. It requires reorienting MR on a commercial basis,
rationalizing its assets, changing its investment strategy, developing freight services,
recapitalizing, debt restructuring, reorganizing the MR, and revising its relationship with the
government. This strategy requires signiﬁcant initial ﬁnancial and political commitment from
the government as well as donor assistance. In the long term, this support could be reduced,
particularly if the government cuts back on uneconomic services.

Only the revival strategy can ensure the long-term sustainability of the railways in Myanmar.

MR is charged with being “all things to all people,” and this is a difficult task. MR operates freight trains,
mixed trains, intercity passenger trains, and commuter trains. It employs over 20,000 people directly (and
even more indirectly). It maintains and operates a large rail network, and it must operate services even where
such operations are not economically justiﬁed. It is required to operate and maintain many new railway lines
without the ﬁnancial and operating capacity to do so. It operates trains with nonstandardized and aged rolling
stock under the control of ancient signaling.
It is commendable that MR’s staff has managed to hold the railway together for so long, with most capital
investment going to the construction of new lines. But despite this effort, MR is now at a crossroads. If the
declining trend in the use of MR’s services continues, MR risks becoming irrelevant in the freight transport
market and losing more of its share of the passenger market. If service quality is not improved soon, fewer
people will want to take the train regardless of cheap fares.
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Despite this dismal diagnosis, there are considerable opportunities for MR to thrive within a rapidly growing
market for transport services. These opportunities are accessible to MR provided that the government
makes some changes in its railway policy. MR’s problems, potential solutions, and operating constraints are
summarized in Tables 13 and 14.

Table 13: Summary Diagnostic
Factor

Observations

Constraints

Competitiveness

ƷɆ MR has lost signiﬁcant market share to the
road sector in a short time span.
ƷɆ MR passenger service is cheap but
uncomfortable, unreliable, and slow.
ƷɆ MR’s share of the freight transport market is
insigniﬁcant.
ƷɆ MR does not operate container transport
services.

ƷɆ MR assets need signiﬁcant upgrading if MR
is to sustain its current market share and
adequately serve future markets.
ƷɆ MR has limited freedom to structure and
price services.
ƷɆ MR’s organization is not market responsive
and is focused on keeping the railway
running.

Assets

ƷɆ Perhaps 50% of locomotive, rolling stock,
and coaches need to be replaced.
ƷɆ Locomotive, rolling stock, and maintenance
facilities are outdated and poorly equipped.
ƷɆ Track conditions are poor and a major cause
of derailments and speed restrictions.
ƷɆ Signaling and train control systems are
60 years old.
ƷɆ Capacity bottlenecks on Mandalay–
Myitkyina are signiﬁcant.
ƷɆ There is no automation of information
processing.
ƷɆ Staff technical skills need to be upgraded.

ƷɆ Government has invested heavily in the
construction of new lines, leaving little
money to rehabilitate or upgrade existing
physical assets or to upgrade human
resources and management systems.
ƷɆ Investment decisions will be complex,
and MR lacks capacity in ﬁnancial and
cost analysis.

Operational
performance

ƷɆ Asset productivity is low.
ƷɆ Train performance is restricted by the
condition of the tracks and rolling stock and
by unreliable signaling.
ƷɆ MR operates many uneconomic services in
the public interest.

ƷɆ Investment is lacking.
ƷɆ There is no framework to rationalize
services.

Financial
performance

ƷɆ Current working ratio is near 140%.
ƷɆ Expenses are increasing faster than
revenues.
ƷɆ Freight recovers most of its costs, and its
market share could be increased.
ƷɆ Passenger services recover about 50% of
direct costs and are not viable without
restructuring.

ƷɆ There is little scope for increasing tariffs and
fares.
ƷɆ MR funds historic staff pensions.
ƷɆ Locomotives are old and not fuel-efficient.

MR = Myanma Railways.
Source: Asian Development Bank.
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Table 14: Potential Solutions and Constraints
Main Problems

Possible Solutions

Freight Services
ƷɆ Small market share in
growing market
ƷɆ No strong demand for
services
ƷɆ High tariffs
ƷɆ High empty return ratio

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
Passenger Services
ƷɆ Maintain and increase
market share in an
expanding market
ƷɆ Uncompetitive
services (cheap, slow,
uncomfortable trains)
ƷɆ Large operating losses

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Constraints

ƷɆ MR is not consumer
responsive.
Modernize handling facilities to increase share of
ƷɆ
Major decisions are outside
bulk transport market
of MR’s control. MR has little
Implement container services and develop
freedom to
intermodal terminals and facilities
° enter into joint venture
Develop new markets and expand customer base
with private sector,
through active marketing
°
price freight and
Develop reliable train services in tune with
passenger services,
customer requirements
° structure freight and
Rationalize services to reduce operating costs and
passenger services
focus on core markets
consistent with demand,
Form joint ventures with private sector for train
and
operations and for operation of handling facilities
°
rationalize services.
and intermodal terminals
ƷɆ
MR
must deliver many lossSecure reliable rolling stock and improve
making passenger services in
management of assets
public interest.
Develop effective pricing for services
ƷɆ
Investments are required
Separate freight from passenger services
to upgrade and modernize
Develop automated data processing systems
assets.
ƷɆ MR is responsible for
providing nonrailway (social)
Reduce travel times
services and for paying
Reduce breakdowns and delays
pensions.
Improve traveler comfort and services
ƷɆ MR lacks capacity in
° Acquire new coaches or DMU
marketing, costing, and
° Improve on-board services
pricing.
Rationalize services to reduce operating cost and
ƷɆ MR has limited capacity
focus on core markets
to analyze and prioritize
° Develop PSO contract arrangements on
investments.
tertiary lines and YCR
ƷɆ Organization lacks focus on
Secure reliable rolling stock and improve
commercial freight business.
management of assets
ƷɆ
MR lacks capacity to
Develop new services to meet market demands
implement and manage
Separate freight from passenger services
change.
Separate YCR from intercity passenger services
ƷɆ MR management is
Introduce electronic ticketing
complacent.
Install automated trains to track control and
ƷɆ There are no performance
communication systems
targets.
Develop automated data processing systems

Infrastructure
ƷɆ Poor track conditions
a major cause of
breakdowns and delays
ƷɆ Network too large to
maintain properly within
operating budget
ƷɆ Old signaling and
communications

ƷɆ Bring track into a “ﬁt-for-purpose” condition
ƷɆ Mechanize maintenance (once track condition
enables use of equipment)
ƷɆ Privatize maintenance
ƷɆ Separate infrastructure from operations
ƷɆ Rationalize lines operated (consolidate network)
ƷɆ Improve asset management
ƷɆ Acquire new signaling, train control, and
communications systems
ƷɆ Increase the use of expanded ﬁber-optic
backbone

DMU = Diesel Multiple Unit, MR = Myanma Railways, PSO = Public Service Obligation, YCR = Yangon Circular Railway.
Source: Asian Development Bank.
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4.1 Future Scenarios
As the diagnosis and potential solutions show, there is a range of organizational and operating solutions to
MR’s problems. However, to reduce the constraints, change is necessary and decisions must be made.
Three reasonable policy scenarios could be adopted to address the performance of the railway sector.
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Business as usual. Let MR continue to operate in largely the same fashion as it does today.
Extensive growth. A high growth scenario is one where MR continues to operate in the same
manner as today (business-as-usual scenario), but with signiﬁcant additional operational
investment and subsidies to enable reduced fares and increase transport volume.
Revival. A “revival” scenario will require changes in the focus of investment and changes to MR
governance and possibly to MR structure.

Each scenario was examined under eight operating and investment parameters, and modeling was undertaken
to develop estimated operating ratios for each scenario (Figure 30). The ﬁndings are summarized in Section 4.2,
and more detail is provided in Table 15.

Figure 30: Scenario Evaluation Aspects

Staffing

Network
management
targets

Tariff or
fare
policies

Other forms
of government
support

Total
government
support

Investment
priorities

Operational
priorities

Source: Asian Development Bank.

Traffic
volumes

Scenario

Operating
ratio

ƷɆ 3.0

ƷɆ 2.3–2.5

Operating ratio

Equity investment (ﬁrst 5 years)
Rolling stock: $50 million per year
Track renewal: $50 million per year
YCR and tertiary lines PSO contracts
Existing railway debt taken over by government
JICA/other development partner loans
ƷɆ Initially, 1.0–1.3 (after PSO payments)
ƷɆ Later, 0.9–1.0 (after PSO payments)

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ In exchange for land value transfer, the government
(i) clears MR short-term debt, (ii) takes over
pension costs, and (iii) takes over provision of
welfare beneﬁts.
ƷɆ YCR and tertiary lines covered by PSOs from
local governments

JICA = Japan International Cooperation Agency, MR = Myanma Railways, PSO = Public Service Obligation, YCR = Yangon Circular Railway.
Source: Asian Development Bank.

ƷɆ Investment: tertiary network extension: $100
million per year
ƷɆ Secondary network rehabilitation: $100 million per
year
ƷɆ MR debt taken over by government
ƷɆ JICA loans

ƷɆ Investment: tertiary network
extension: $100 million annual
ƷɆ MR deﬁcit ﬁnancing: $30 million per
year growing to $100 million
ƷɆ Government takes over debt
ƷɆ JICA loans

ƷɆ Debt on investment in new lines
ƷɆ None
covered by government (not by MR)

Other forms
of government
support

Total
government
support

ƷɆ Moderate increase on secondary or tertiary
network
ƷɆ Stable until 2023, then signiﬁcant increase on
Yangon–Mandalay but lower than “business as
usual” scenario because of possible fare increases
ƷɆ Freight grows moderately then possibly to 20
million tons after Yangon–Mandalay improvement.

ƷɆ Increase by 10% per year on secondary network,
increase by 5% per year on tertiary network
ƷɆ Increase on Yangon–Mandalay (30 million
passengers per year) and YCR
ƷɆ Freight constant at marginal level

ƷɆ Decrease at 5%–10% per year on
secondary or tertiary network
ƷɆ Decrease until 2023 then major
increase on Yangon–Mandalay
ƷɆ Freight constant at marginal level

Rehabilitate then modernize trunk lines
Rehabilitate secondary network
Minimum maintenance on tertiary network
No expansion
International connections

Traffic volumes

ƷɆ Flexibility, possibly decrease
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ Possibly increase
ƷɆ Modernize trunk lines
ƷɆ Rehabilitate secondary network
ƷɆ Extend tertiary network

ƷɆ No change

ƷɆ Modernize trunk lines
ƷɆ Extend tertiary network
ƷɆ Minimal maintenance and renewal

Staffing

Network
management
targets

ƷɆ Flexibility: increase or decrease depending on
market conditions

ƷɆ No change

Tariff or fare
policies

ƷɆ Decrease to attract greater traffic volumes and
maintain competitiveness

ƷɆ Government: new lines and deﬁcit
ƷɆ Government: (i) new lines, (ii) MR deﬁcit ﬁnancing, ƷɆ Government: (i) rolling stock (freight) and track
ﬁnancing
(iii) track renewal and rolling stock
renewal, (ii) MR deﬁcit ﬁnancing
ƷɆ Donors: Yangon–Mandalay and YCR ƷɆ Donors: Yangon–Mandalay and YCR
ƷɆ Development partners: (i) Yangon–Mandalay and
ƷɆ MR: rolling stock
ƷɆ MR: rolling stock
YCR, (ii) passenger rolling stock and track renewal
ƷɆ MR: rolling stock

ƷɆ Consolidate services on trunk network
ƷɆ Separate passenger from freight operations
(possibly separate infrastructure)
ƷɆ Reduce or rationalize services on secondary or
tertiary network

Revival

Investment
priorities

ƷɆ Increase frequency of passenger services

Extensive Growth

ƷɆ Priority: passengers over freight
ƷɆ Maintain current level of services

Business as Usual

Operational
priorities

Item

Table 15: Scenario Analysis
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4.2 Key Scenario Findings
Business-as-Usual Scenario
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

MR’s market shares continue to decline.
Passenger traffic volumes are higher with little improvement in quality of service, except in the
upgraded Yangon–Mandalay corridor.
Existing assets deteriorate further as investment goes into more construction of tertiary lines.
Operating losses increase, and MR’s operating ratio approaches 2.0.

Extensive Growth Scenario
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

It requires huge capital investment by government.
Passenger traffic volumes are very high.
Freight traffic is marginal.
Operating losses are large, and operating ratio approaches 3.0.

Revival Scenario
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Service quality improves due to redirection of investment into upgrading and replacing existing
assets.
Passenger and freight market shares stabilize with MR business units focusing on separate freight
and passenger markets.
Passenger volumes increase in Yangon–Mandalay corridor.
Operating losses decrease as a result of
ż rationalization,
ż public service obligation (PSO) contract arrangements,
ż better asset management and automation of activities,
ż management performance targets, and
ż increased revenue.
An operating ratio of 0.9–1.0 is achievable (after PSO payments).

A revival strategy is the only way to put MR on a sound ﬁnancial basis for sustainable growth.
Increasing the level of investment alone will not improve MR’s ﬁnancial and operating performance.
Simply “throwing more money” does not address MR’s organizational problems and the problems related to
railway sector governance, such as those that hinder sector development and constrain MR’s ﬁnancial and
operating performance.
A revival scenario could ultimately achieve an operating ratio of 0.9–1.0 after PSO payments, whereas
the other scenarios could yield ratios in excess of 2.0, which means that the state will need to cover more
signiﬁcant operating losses in addition to making much larger capital investments. However, even in the revival
scenario, the government will need to make signiﬁcant PSO payments if it wishes to maintain a large network.
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Table 16 shows preliminary estimates of ﬁnancial results under each of the scenarios. Note that there are
at least three phases for revival scenario because it requires consideration of changes to government policy,
which will require further analysis and time for implementation.8

Table 16: Preliminary Results of Cost and Financial Modeling—Operating Ratios
Scene
Service

Currenta

Business
as Usual

Freight

1.11

1.54

0.85

0.80

1.74

Passenger

1.78

2.32

1.35

1.07

2.92

Combined

1.73

2.27

1.32

1.05

2.84

(31,936)

(51,026)

(9,466)

933

(76,694)

Net Annual Loss (MK million)

Revival
(Phase 1 and 2)

Revival
(Phase 3)

Extensive Growth

a

Model results differ from actual Myanma Railways (MR) data. MR reports an operating ratio of 1.69 in 2013–2104.
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates.

Implementation of the revival strategy requires a change in the relationship between MR and the government.
Implementation will require
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

8

agreement with the government to change the current railway investment strategy and to avoid
investments that would further deteriorate the economic viability of the railway;
development of an agreed program to reform railway sector governance—new powers for MR,
new institutions, and new support frameworks; and
possible changes to MR’s internal organization, including separation of operating units and/or
separation of infrastructure from operations.

Cost and ﬁnancial modeling results are preliminary because they are based on estimates of the cost of services, which are not
separated in MR’s accounts. Cost variability factors applicable to MR also need further analysis and development.

5 Key Requirements for Railway Revival
Key Findings and Suggestions
Reviving the railways in Myanmar is possible but requires the following:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Better investments. Investment levels should be maintained but should be used for rolling
stock, signaling and information systems, intermodal freight facilities, and trunk lines—in effect
abandoning investments in tertiary lines until the situation of the railways has improved.
Rationalizing assets and services. Lines and services will need to be scrutinized for their
viability. Nonviable lines or services should be ﬁnanced by the central government under
public service obligations (PSOs), transferred to local governments, or abandoned.
Financial restructuring. This involves the government recapitalizing Myanma Railways (MR),
taking over its historic debt particularly pension liabilities, and potentially converting MR’s land
into equity.
A new governance of the rail sector. MR should be fully separated from the government
and given managerial autonomy. From the government side, a new railway department and
in the long term, a railway regulator would need to be created. A new management tool is
required—a corporate plan with full government policy backing.
Reorganizing Myanma Railways along commercial principles. MR should be corporatized
and function as a commercial enterprise. Freight should be established as a separate business
unit, and separating infrastructure and services should be considered.

5.1 Changing Investment Strategies
A shift in the direction of the national railway investment strategy is needed. The railway network has
increased in size by 100% since 1988. Past investment in railways (which has averaged about $100 million
annually since 2009/10) was directed primarily at building new railway lines to extend the network. However,
new railway line construction was ill conceived and has only added to the tertiary light density component of
the network, which now comprises 58% of the route network yet generates only 7% of MR’s overall traffic.
As a result of neglect and of the past investment strategy, most of MR’s assets have deteriorated to the extent
that MR is not able to properly serve even its existing markets. The requirement to operate many low traffic
density lines has diverted MR’s scarce resources away from core trunk line services.
The current level of capital investment in MR by the government ($100 million per year) needs be
maintained. The focus of this capital investment must shift to rehabilitating and modernizing existing assets.
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Broadly, investment priorities are the following:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

upgrade and modernization of locomotives, wagons, coaches, maintenance facilities, and depots;
modernization of signaling and train control systems;
development of intermodal facilities such as inland container depot (ICD) and container train
services;
modernization and rehabilitation of infrastructure in the Yangon–Mandalay corridor;
improvement of track infrastructure and expansion of physical track capacity where needed (e.g.,
Mandalay–Myitkyina);
installation of electronic data processing systems, e.g., automation of ticketing, billing, and integrated
information processing to enable timely management information system (MIS) reporting; and
upgrade of technical capacity of MR’s human resources.

A detailed evaluation of investments requirements must be undertaken and a comprehensive investment
plan developed. Table 17 shows the capital investments identiﬁed by Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA), and Table 18 shows capital investments proposed by MR. The investments listed in the tables
do not show the full extent of investment needed to upgrade locomotives, coaches, and rolling stock and
do not include estimates for installation of electronic data processing systems and for training or capacity
development.
MR will require technical assistance to undertake evaluation and prioritization of investments. MR
lacks capacity to undertake ﬁnancial analysis of investments and to analyze the impact of investments on
operating costs. With ADB technical assistance, MR has developed a costing model, which will enable it to
analyze losses on speciﬁc train services and railway lines and evaluate the impact of operational changes on
operating costs.

Table 17: Investments Identiﬁed in the National Transport Development Plan
Project

2015

2016–2020

2021–2030

Total

219

1,097

439

1,755

91

456

365

912

Yangon ICD

2

8

0

10

Mandalay ICD

2

8

0

10

New Line Yangon–Hanthawaddy

0

100

399

499

New Line Bago–Hanthawaddy

11

17

0

28

325

1,686

1,203

3,214

Yangon–Mandalay rehabilitation and modernization
Myohaung–Myitkyina rehabilitation and modernization

Total

ICD = inland container depot.
Source: Japan International Cooperation Agency. 2014. The Survey Program for the National Transport Development Plan in the
Republic of the Union of Myanmar. Naypyitaw.
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Table 18: Investment Projects Presented to ADB by Myanma Railways
($ million)
Investment

Estimated Amount

Rolling Stock
Locomotive repowering

21

Locomotive overhauling (unit exchange system)

6

Remanufacture of 30 diesel electric locomotives

30

Rehabilitation of old diesel hydraulic locomotives

7

Rail bus engine rehabilitation

2

Infrastructure
Upgrading of signaling on YCR

10

Signaling and telecom upgrading on Mandalay–Myitkyina

30

Extension of ﬁber-optic backbone to Mandalay–Myitkyina

60

Switch and turnout production unit
Yangon–Pyay line upgrading
Bago–Dawei line upgrading
Geotechnical engineering services (Pakokku–Kalay)

2
41
100
2

Training Centers
Establishment of technical training and research center in Insein

5

Upgrading of Ywataung’s Railway Technical Training Center

3

Maintenance Facilities
Shop equipment upgrading (Insein)

12

Extension of Insein facility (to serve YCR)

20

Shop equipment upgrading (Myitnge)

12

Total

363

YCR = Yangon Circular Railway.
Source: Myanma Railways.

5.2 Changing the Railway Sector’s Organization
and Governance
Policies for restructuring the overall transport sector are discussed in the ADB 2016 publication Myanmar
Transport Sector Policy Note: How to Reform Transport Institutions. This section describes a possible approach
to the restructuring of the railway sector. This approach proposes changes to MR’s status as a state-owned
enterprise to give it autonomy to manage operations (and more responsibility), and proposes the creation of
two new entities—a railway department and a railway regulator—shown in Figure 31. There are three pillars to
the restructuring strategy: stronger autonomy of MR management, a new ﬁnancial deal, and a new governance
structure.
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Pillar 1: Autonomy of MR Management
MR needs to be given the freedom to manage its operations. Ideally, this means corporatization, i.e.,
transforming MR’s status from a state-owned enterprise to a state-owned corporation. MR is reestablished as
a corporate entity at arm’s length from the new Ministry of Transport, with an independent board of directors.
With or without formal corporatization, MR needs to be given the freedom to operate and make decisions
without need to obtain government approval. Decisions would be made by MR management based on sound
commercial or business information and subject to oversight by the board of directors.
For example, MR would need to be granted the freedom to do the following:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Price its services in competitive markets. Setting of tariffs and fares would be MR’s responsibility,
subject to some review by a regulator.
Modify (rationalize) operations. MR could discontinue uneconomic services or make alternate
arrangements with the private and public sector for its operation.
Propose Public Service Obligations (PSOs). Nonviable investments and services imposed by the
government—where railways are required to maintain low fares or to serve remote areas to satisfy
national development objectives—should be compensated through a subsidy program. This process
would also be subject to review by the regulator.
Manage staff. MR would manage salaries, recruitment, and downsizing.
Establish new services. An example would be container trains.
Form joint ventures with the private sector. This is valuable in operating terminals and services.
Contract with the private sector for services. Provision of rolling stock is an example.
Manage its ﬁnances. This includes making decisions on investments.

Pillar 2: A New Financial Deal
A corporatized MR would need to start on sound ﬁnancial footing. The government should eliminate
its existing debt and provide working capital (as an equity contribution) to properly capitalize the new MR
and to give it ﬁnancial sustainability. The government would also need to maintain its current level of capital
investment and support additional capital investments, especially the rehabilitation and modernization of the
Yangon–Mandalay corridor.
Pension obligations and the responsibility for social services should be transferred to the government,
which manages these obligations for other government employees. MR should not be directly responsible
for providing medical services, schools, and other social services. If required to provide these services, MR
should be compensated appropriately, similar to the operation of uneconomic railway lines. In return for the
elimination of pension and social responsibilities, surplus railway land could be transferred to the government.
A corporate plan would set the operational and pricing strategy, management reforms, demand, costs,
ﬁnancial performance and productivity targets, planned program of rationalization and investments, and
intended changes to staff levels and employment policies. Initially, this could be short-term (2–4 years).
This corporate plan would need to backed by a clear government policy with regards to ﬁnancial support, and
governance reform.
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A New Role for the Government
Figure 31 gives a possible new governance structure.

Figure 31: Outline of a Possible Structure of the Railway Sector
Standards
Safety
Complaints and
disputes

Enforcement
Policy and
planning

Railway
Regulator

Ministry of
Transport and
Communications

Service
rationalization

Railway
Department

Myanma
Railways

Monitoring
Subsidy
administration
Network
development

Source: Asian Development Bank.

Forming a railway department within the Ministry of Transport and Communications. This department
would have an integral role in overseeing the development of the railway sector. The department’s key roles
would be the following:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Coordinate the implementation of new national railway policies and plans. This role is in
regard to MR as agreed with the government or as deﬁned in legislation (e.g., by developing a new
“Railway Act” or a component of a National Transport Act governing all sectors).
Monitor and evaluate the performance of the railway sector. This must be based on the
objectives deﬁned by approved policies or by legislation. The department must develop proposals
for changes to legislation, policies, regulations, and institutions.
Supervise the railway corporation. The department must represent the ministry at the board of the
company, and negotiate and supervise the implementation of the performance contract.
Establish national railway safety standards. The department must develop safety rules and
regulations and establish a framework to enforce them. Consistent with good industry practice
in railways, this function must not reside within MR. This does not mean that the government
should continuously inspect railway operations and equipment. MR must develop internal safety
procedures that tells the government that MR management has implemented systems to ensure
that safety rules and regulations are followed.
Manage the development of the railway network infrastructure. This role would involve working
with MR to develop the infrastructure component of investments plans. The government must
make signiﬁcant investment in the rehabilitation and modernization of track, especially in the
Yangon–Mandalay corridor; the railway department would coordinate such large government
investments.
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Forming in the long-term a railway regulatory entity. The focus of the regulator would be to establish
processes and procedures for the (i) rationalization of the railway network; and (ii) resolution of public
complaints concerning passenger fares, and disputes between MR and shippers over tariffs, where competitive
options are not present. It is not suggested that the regulator be an economic regulator, i.e., set rail tariffs
and fares.
The roles of the regulator would be the following:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Make decisions on the rationalization of the railway network. Each case would need to be
examined carefully and decisions made after appropriate economic and ﬁnancial analysis.
Decisions could result in a discontinued service or abandoned railway line. If the regulator decided
that a loss-making service should be retained in the public interest, then it would review the needed
subsidy and the terms of the associated public service obligation (PSO) contract. This approach
could apply to the operation of services in remote communities, light density lines, and the Yangon
Circular Railway (YCR). Alternatively, the process could allow for regional governments to take over
operations or for an uneconomic line to be sold. Consultation with the public would be required to
support the decision process. Canada established a similar process that enabled it to successfully
rationalize its railway network (Box 1).
Establish a system of railway accounting and costing. With the participation of MR, this is to
enable an agreed determination of the extent of losses and amounts of subsidies to be paid, or the
review of fares, tariffs, and access charges.
Review public complaints in regard to passenger fares, service quality, and tariffs. This would
require procedures for establishing complaints and a transparent decision-making process. As noted
above, review of tariffs should only be undertaken in exceptional cases, such as when shippers have
no viable options. Tariffs should be a business decision between MR and its customers. Hence,
freight tariffs should be conﬁdential between the parties and not public.

The regulator could have a future role in managing access to infrastructure, which is not shown in Figure 31.
If infrastructure management is separated from train operations (see Section 5.3) and infrastructure access
is opened to private carriers (or to a joint venture with MR), the regulator would review access charges and
establish nondiscriminatory conditions for infrastructure access (i.e., not in favor of MR) and issue licenses to
carriers.
Establishing a new railway environment that deﬁnes a new relationship between the government and MR is
best achieved by a new law or by amendments to existing legislation. New or amended legislation support
and legitimize restructuring and create an environment that would serve the railway sector over the long term
(20 years).

5.3 Changing the Organization of Myanma Railways
A corporatized MR would need to be accountable for results. It would need to develop realistic business
and investment plans for board approval and to establish realistic performance targets to enable judgments
concerning the effectiveness of its decisions and investments. It would need to develop the capacity to identify
services that cannot be delivered on commercial terms and their costs, and propose to the government to
either abandon them or to provide compensation (within a framework described in Section 5.2).
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Box 1: Canada’s Experience in Rationalizing its Railway System
In the 1960s and early 1970s, Canada’s railway sector was similar to Myanma Railways. The Canadian National
Railway (CN) was government-owned, inefficient, and carried high levels of debt. The Canadian Paciﬁc Railway
(CP), although privately owned, had similar problems. The railways were losing signiﬁcant shares of their markets to
trucking. Railways were slow to react. They were not market-focused, and assets were not in good shape because
proﬁtability had been constrained by many years of tariff regulation and requirements to operate loss-making
services in the public interest. Neither railway covered its cost of capital.
In the late 1980s, the Government of Canada successfully implemented a new railway environment. Most economic
regulation of railways was eliminated, and railways were allowed to develop commercial relationships through
conﬁdential contracts with their customers. This was the culmination of a service rationalization process that began
in the late 1970s.
Stepwise Transition to a New Railway Environment
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Canada developed a program to subsidize railway lines and services operated in the public interest.
Before approving a subsidy, public hearings were held to determine if a line or service should be abandoned
or subsidized. This allowed railways to rationalize their networks.
The government separated passenger services from freight services and established a national passenger
carrier (VIA Rail Canada). VIA operates over freight lines and negotiates track access agreements with the
freight carriers. The government provides some capital investment support, but generally VIA must cover
its costs through fares. Regional and remote services operated by VIA are subsidized. Intercity travel is not
subsidized.
The government encouraged the sale of branch lines to small private feeder railways (short line railways).
They now originate over 20% of the business of the main line carriers.
The government took over CN’s debt and then moved to privatize CN through a public share offering.
Today, CN is a successful publicly traded shareholding company.
The government implemented a subsidy program for the transport of grain by rail to export position.
Previously, railways carried about 30 million tons of grain at rates that were below cost.

In 1987, Canada eliminated freight tariff regulation, except for measures to ensure that freight shippers captive to rail
transport will have competitive access to rail transport.
Source: Canadian Association of Railways.

MR managers lack experience in implementing this type of change. MR managers are used to taking
instructions and lack experience as “business” managers. Recruitment of managers with appropriate experience
and talents is necessary to implement changes to the organization.
The difference in operational requirements between passenger services and moving bulk freight and
containers is considerable. The public is the passenger market; businesses are the freight market. Each
market requires a different degree of market intelligence, different approaches to marketing, and different
train services.
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The model for restructuring proposed here is to create a new Freight Business Unit. This unit may also
be corporatized at some point in the future; for now, just forming business units is a complex task. Separating
freight and passenger operations would allow each MR unit to focus on the speciﬁc requirements of each
market segment and to tailor operations to the needs of their customers. Appendix 2 describes the concept
behind separation and the scope of the freight business unit.
The freight business unit would initially provide only bulk freight and container trains in the Yangon–Mandalay
and Mandalay–Myitkyina corridors. Freight services on other routes and lines would be provided in mixed
trains operated by the passenger business unit (as they are today).
YCR is a special case. Commuter rail services and intercity passenger services also require vastly different
operations. It is recommended that commuter train services not be part of the passenger business unit, which
would only be responsible for intercity passenger trains. YCR could be operated as a separate business unit
or only by the passenger business unit under a PSO arrangement. The YCR business unit could either be
established as a public–private partnership (PPP) between a private operator and MR, or be taken over and
operated by the Yangon City Government alone. In any event, YCR would likely need to be subsidized. Funds
from the development of urban railway land holdings could be used for capital investments.
The concept of separation of operations from infrastructure management is also raised in Appendix 3.
Separation would essentially involve breaking up a vertically integrated MR. There is no consensus on
the merits of the approach, unless multiple operators compete for the use of infrastructure, if access to
infrastructure is opened to private railway service providers in addition to MR. However, the concept has
been adopted as a policy throughout the European Union (EU). Box 2 summarizes some of the viewpoints
on these matters.
The problem with this approach is that MR’s operating business units could not be viable if MR is required
to support the full cost of the signiﬁcant investment in required infrastructure. Some degree of government
support for infrastructure would always be required. Essentially, an infrastructure business unit would always
require a subsidy or direct investment by government. This is another reason for supporting the formation of a
unit with the proposed railway department responsible for network development.
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Box 2: Perspectives on the Separation of Railway Operations
from Infrastructure Management
Arguments for
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

A rail service provider will be better able to focus
on serving shippers or passengers or a speciﬁc
market segment because the issues related to
infrastructure are the responsibility of another
body. Rail service providers no longer have to
invest in and maintain infrastructure, so they can
more easily adjust freight rates and fares to market
conditions.
Barriers to entry and exit of new railway service
providers are reduced because the high ﬁxed costs
associated with the provision of infrastructure are
the responsibility of a separate body.
Separating rail service providers from infrastructure
management (if it is publicly funded) makes
them comparable to trucking service providers
that operate on a publicly funded road network.
Infrastructure investment and maintenance
becomes a “public good” and can be funded or
subsidized transparently. Infrastructure can be
more easily rationalized by railway service providers
based on demands.
Government can decide to offer subsidies for
certain services where no railway service providers
emerge (e.g., remote services) or where public
interest dictates such intervention.
Technological advances in train control and
communications make the separation of track from
the provision of railway services feasible.

Source: Asian Development Bank.

Arguments against
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

Separation is most beneﬁcial where several railway
service providers emerge to compete on the market.
In theory, this should promote greater efficiency
and lead to lower costs and more competitive rates
and fares and more choices for users. However,
public railway service providers (i.e., formerly MR)
may retain considerable market power, making
it difficult for new railway service providers to be
formed; thus, beneﬁts from competition will not be
realized.
Railway economics are such that efficiencies are
achieved by transporting large volumes of traffic
over long distances. Under a separated structure,
operations may actually be less efficient because
multiple transportation service providers could be
competing for the same traffic, which could result
in smaller (less efficient) trains.
If a separated structure means equal access to
infrastructure, the pricing mechanism should be
based on cost sharing and this will not help identify
inefficiencies in the network; thus, rationalizing
unproductive tracks may be more difficult.
The interface between the track and running of
trains is too complex to separate (e.g., track design
standards and maintenance strategies affect train
speeds and axleloads, which in turn affect customer
service parameters such as reliability, transit time,
and safety.

6 Proposed Implementation Strategy
Key Suggestion
Phase 1 (2015–2016): Planning. The government should task an interministerial restructuring
committee and propose a time-bound restructuring plan for the railways. During this phase, MR could
review the proﬁtability of its lines, prepare a modernization investment program, form a freight business
unit, and potentially launch a containerization pilot; and the government could create an embryo of the
future railway department.
Phase 2 (2017–2019): Start of Restructuring. During this phase, MR would be corporatized and
restructured, a railway regulator would start functioning, and MR would commence its modernization
investment program.
Phase 3 (2020–2025): Second Phase of Restructuring. This third phase would see the full
implementation of the modernization investment program. Public service obligation (PSO) programs
and network rationalization would commence. Private sector involvement would be sought. Potentially,
the freight market would be liberalized and MR’s business units corporatized.

The revival scenario should not be rejected for its complexity. It is a necessary strategy, but it cannot be
implemented without careful planning and consideration of options. It is proposed that change be implemented
over three phases.

6.1 Phase 1 (2015–2016): Planning
During the planning phase, activities would include the following:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
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Preparation of a medium-term rehabilitation and modernization investment strategy that would
involve prioritizing investment needs and developing an investment plan to be agreed upon by
MR and the government. The plan would require agreement from the government to change its
investment strategy and to redirect investment to core network development, rolling stock, and
other priorities.
Cost analysis of lines and services to develop more precise measurements of ﬁnancial performance
and to determine the scope for rationalization
Formation of a freight business unit to immediately address the need to develop container train
services
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ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Creation of marketing departments within the freight business unit and in the remaining MR that
would be responsible for all other services
Creation of a railway department in the Ministry of Transport and Communications
Assessment of the legal requirements for implementing change, whether there is a requirement for
new legislation or to amend existing legislation
Examination of the scope for private participation in the provision of rolling stock and in the
operation of services
Preparation of a detailed time-bound restructuring plan for government approval

For the ﬁrst phase to be implemented successfully, the government needs to form an interministerial MR
restructuring steering committee with the power to implement changes and to approve plans and strategies
prior to presentation to government. This committee would need to be constituted under the authority of the
President’s Office. ADB is ﬁnancing a technical assistance to advise the government during this phase.9

6.2 Phase 2 (2017–2019):
Start of the Restructuring
The ﬁrst phase of the restructuring would involve the following activities:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Full internal reorganization of MR, including formalizing the separation of freight into a business unit,
and hiring of people to ﬁll key posts in the new business units
Full set up of the Railway Department. This would include preparing enabling legislation and legal
frameworks as required for implementation.
Establishment of YCR as a separate unit
Government’s commitment to grant MR control over fares and services and introduction of
market-based pricing by MR business units
Government’s agreement to a process for rationalization of the network and for PSO subsidy
arrangements as necessary
Preparation and approval of ﬁrst corporate plans and performance contracts
Consideration of the merits of separating train operations from infrastructure management,
including examination of possible mechanisms for access regulation. Development of revisions to
the restructuring plan as necessary.
Commencement of an approved investment program for the rehabilitation and modernization of
MR assets. The investment program (and capacity building assistance) could be supported by ADB
and other development partners.
Possible start of ﬁrst private sector participation in the provision of rolling stock, inland container
depot (ICD) operation, and tertiary lines operation
Development of the scope and roles of a railway regulator

This phase should be led by the interministerial committee constituted in Phase 1.

9
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6.3 Phase 3 (2020–2025):
Second Phase of Restructuring
The second phase of the restructuring would involve the following activities:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Completion of the separation of freight and passenger operations, including possible corporatization
of these units
Commencement of the separation of train operations from the management of infrastructure
(if conﬁrmed)
Introduction of new rolling stock, signaling systems, and automated data processing
Completion of the rehabilitation and modernization of the Yangon–Mandalay corridor
Implementation of PSO programs and commencement of network rationalization
Liberalization of the freight transport market
Set up of railway regulator (if conﬁrmed)

APPENDIX 1

Organization Chart of Myanma Railways (2015)
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Source: Myanma Railways.
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Example of a Restructured Myanma Railways

1 Concept
The idea is that Myanma Railways (MR) should
ultimately divest or reduce its role in the
provision of noncore services. The “business” of
a railway is to transport customers and freight.
Of course track and rolling stock are needed to
do this, but there is no reason why these assets
(and noncore services) must be provided by
MR, as they can be bought, leased, or provided
by the government (Figures A2.1 and A2.2).
The following sections provide an example of
how MR could be separated into business units
that address the railway’s primary business
objectives. While the creation of a Freight
Business Unit (FBU) should be prioritized, for
indicative purposes, the scope and structure of
separate units for passengers and infrastructure
management is also shown.
This appendix considers an option where MR
is corporatized, and where separate business
units for core services—passenger, freight, and
infrastructure management—are established,
which could also later be corporatized
(Figure A2.3).
It is recommended that commuter train services
be separated entirely from MR or that Yangon
Circular Railway (YCR) be operated under a
public service obligation (PSO) arrangement as
a separate business unit.

Figure A2.1: Myanma Railways Core Services
Freight
trains
Intercity
passenger
trains

Infrastructure
management

Core
services

Source: Asian Development Bank.

Figure A2.2: Myanma Railways Noncore
Services

Pensions

Rolling
stock

Infrastructure
maintenance

Terminals

Noncore
services

YCR = Yangon Circular Railway.
Source: Asian Development Bank.
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Figure A2.3: Model of a Restructured Myanma Railways
Myanma Railways
(State Corporation)

Freight Business Unit

Passenger Business Unit

Infrastructure
Management Unit

Source: Asian Development Bank.

MR corporatization would have the following consequences:
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

ƷɆ

ƷɆ

MR is reestablished as a state-owned corporation, with an independent board of directors.
Initially, it will not be burdened by debt and will be provided with equity by the government.
MR will no longer have responsibility for pension obligations, and social services will be divested to
the private sector or to other public entities.
MR management will be accountable for speciﬁc performance objectives for each business unit.
MR will employ internationally recognized commercial accounting and auditing standards.
MR will have the freedom to price and structure (and rationalize) its services. Government subsidy
agreements will be established where MR is required to continue operating unproﬁtable services in
the name of public interest.
An independent regulatory entity will be established to determine whether (i) a service should be
discontinued, (ii) a railway line should be abandoned, or (iii) a subsidy should be provided by the
government.
Safety standards and rules will be set and enforced by a government entity.

2 Scope of Passenger Business Unit
The main features of the Passenger Business Unit would be as follows (Figure A2.4):
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Operates intercity passenger trains and provides services to passengers (ticketing and onboard
services)
Operates mixed trains (delivers freight to communities not served by the freight business unit)
Is allocated a speciﬁc number of locomotives, shunters, wagons, and “running” depots
Operates rolling stock maintenance and repair facilities (initially provides rolling stock to the FBU
and to Yangon commuter services, until these units make their own new arrangements, if any)
Has the freedom to price services and to discontinue or amend services (subject to regulatory
oversight)
Has the freedom to reduce staffing levels
Manages rolling stock assets and may enter into contracts with private suppliers for maintenance
and repair and supply
Has authority to purchase equipment, materials, and rolling stock, and to enter into contracts with
service providers and to form a joint venture with the private sector
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Figure A2.4: Passenger Business Unit
Passenger Business Unit
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Passenger
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CFO = chief ﬁnancial officer, CIO = chief information officer, COO = chief operating officer,
DGM = deputy general manager, GM = general manager.
Source: Asian Development Bank.

3 Scope of Freight Business Unit
The business focus of the Freight Business Unit, initially, is to provide railway freight transport services mainly
in the Yangon–Mandalay–Myitkyina corridor, and possibly Mawlamyine–Bago. Freight services on other routes
will be provided by the passenger business unit (PBU) in mixed trains (Figure A2.5).
The main features of the Freight Business Unit would be as follows:
ƷɆ

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Operates mainline bulk and container trains, initially only between
ż Yangon and Mandalay
ż Mandalay and Myitkyina
Develops and operates railway freight services in other corridors consistent with identiﬁed market
demands and available resources
Develops intermodal freight facilities in partnership with customers or trucking ﬁrms
Develops or renews bulk handling facilities in partnership with customers
Has the freedom to price services and to enter into conﬁdential contracts with customers
Has the freedom to reduce staffing levels
Is allocated a speciﬁc number of locomotives, shunters, wagons, and “running” depots
Pays the infrastructure management unit for use of infrastructure
Initially pays the PBU for the supply, maintenance, and repair of rolling stock (until the FBU develops
its own arrangements, if any)
Manages rolling stock assets and may enter into contracts with private suppliers for maintenance
and repair and supply
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ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Maintains separate accounting records
Has authority to purchase equipment, materials, and rolling stock, and to enter into contracts with
service providers and to form joint venture
Must be proﬁtable without subsidies.

Figure A2.5: Freight Business Unit
Freight Business Unit
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CFO = chief ﬁnancial officer, CIO = chief information officer, COO = chief operating officer,
DGM = deputy general manager, GM = general manager.
Source: Asian Development Bank.

4 Scope of an Infrastructure Management Unit
The main features of the Infrastructure Business Unit would be as follows (Figure A2.6):
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Manages all government-owned track infrastructure, related structures, stations, and inland
container depot (ICD) terminals
Charges the PBU and FBU for using the infrastructure (under the assumption that these units
cannot bear the full cost of infrastructure)
Contracts for infrastructure maintenance
Invests in infrastructure rehabilitation and modernization
Sets targets for infrastructure delivery to customers
Maintains separate accounting records
Has authority to purchase equipment and materials, and to enter into contracts with service providers
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Figure A2.6: Infrastructure Management Unit
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Source: Asian Development Bank.

Note that each unit has its own CFO and CIO. The intent is not to duplicate functions. There will be
considerable interaction among the CIOs of each unit, since they will be the leaders in developing automation
and the objective should be to operate integrated systems to the extent possible. As each unit will maintain its
own accounts, separate CFOs are needed.

5 Implementation Issues
The model of reorganization described above requires that legislation be developed to establish the new
corporate and regulatory entities and to deﬁne their roles and responsibilities clearly. However, there are
some critical issues that will need discussion and resolution to enable the new companies to function properly
and to smoothly implement any restructuring. Table A2.1 describes some of the issues that will need to be
considered.
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Table A2.1: Issues to be Addressed in Separating Myanma Railways into Business Units
Issue
Allocation of locomotives

Considerations or Options
ƷɆ Initial allocation should be in accordance with the number of trains currently
operated.
ƷɆ Each unit (including YCR) could then make its case based on projected
requirements.

Allocation of coaches

ƷɆ PBU and YCR could make its case based on projected requirements.

Allocation of wagons

ƷɆ FBU should receive most wagons.
ƷɆ PBU should receive some wagons for mixed trains.
ƷɆ IMU will need wagons for transporting ballast and track material.

Allocation of employees

ƷɆ Each unit would prepare a business plan and identify human resource
requirements. This bottom-up approach is likely to lead to staff reduction
proposals.

Allocation of stations

ƷɆ Generally should be allocated to IMU, but this may be an issue with the PBU.

Track access charges for FBU
and PBU

ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ
ƷɆ

Access charges or conditions
for private trains

ƷɆ These regulations would be established by regulator and should be transparent.
ƷɆ There should be no discrimination between MR and private railway service
providers.

Division of infrastructure
between IMU and YCR

ƷɆ The division could be based on the existing limits of the circular railway.
ƷɆ A distribution of common assets (stations, signaling, and train control) would need
to be agreed upon between IMU and YCR.

Maintenance of rolling stock

ƷɆ PBU would need to establish a price to be charged per unit.
ƷɆ FBU could decide to elect a private supply option based on PBU price and
performance.

Allocation of depots

ƷɆ Each company needs running repair (depot) facilities sufficient for its needs.

Staffing

ƷɆ Staffing levels to be established by business plans.
ƷɆ Each company will need to engage professional railway managers or mentors to
manage initial operations.
ƷɆ It is important to attract people with the skills to perform new railway functions
(marketing, pricing, customer service, etc.).

Initially, FBU and PBU would pay a ﬁxed percentage of infrastructure costs.
Units could not bear full infrastructure costs (government subsidy).
Over the long term, the regulator would set or review charges.
Standards for track quality and responsibilities in the event of accidents and
breakdowns would need to be established.

FBU = freight business unit, IMU = infrastructure management unit, MR = Myanma Railways, PBU = passenger business unit,
YCR = Yangon Circular Railway.
Source: Asian Development Bank.
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Better transport is essential to Myanmar’s development. After decades of underinvestment, Myanmar’s
transport infrastructure lags behind other regional countries. Sixty percent of trunk highways and most of
the railways need maintenance or rehabilitation. River infrastructure does not exist, while 20 million people
lack basic road access. Can the transport sector deliver upon the master plan’s objectives? What is needed
to improve the quality of the infrastructure and services for the industry? How can basic transport services
be provided to all? How can Myanmar reduce the economic and social cost of transport? This report is an
attempt to answer these questions.
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